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it was in the 90's that the interpretation of the red book was modified by nakheel. its an un-renovated building. it is impossible to give an answer to this question. i think that it is an un-renovated building because you told me that it has been drawn new building. should it be renovated? do you want any clarification from me about the fidic red book. i want to clarify some questions that you have asked so that i will be sure about the questions. if you want the questions clarifications from me then please email me. the engineering services contract comprises two parts. the
first part entitled “services” is used for the description of the services which the engineer shall render. the second part of the contract is called “statement of expenditure”. the engineer shall work on “trusted datum” as per sub-clause 1.3 of the contract, the contractor is required to obtain a “trusted datum” certificate. if the contractor fails to complete the contract within two years, upon being reported to the engineer, the contractor shall be liable to the engineer for liquidated damages. liquidated damages shall be as follows: outstanding fees charged by the engineer

for the services. if a dispute is involved, the engineer should not surrender it. in the event of dispute, the engineer shall work on the highest level possible and shall not surrender on his decision till the dispute between the contractor and the employer is settled by the engineer or the parties are unable to reach a settlement. the engineer shall issue a damages certificate if the contractor fails to take over the delivery of the work within two years from the time of issuance of the certificate.
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